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The lives of a
reclusive hitman

and an abused
call-girl collide in
this action packed

spectacle of
deceit,

redemption, and
revenge. 

LOGLINE



SHORT SYNOPSIS
He goes by the name BADGER because his real name is
Dean, and that's the lamest name ever for a hitman. But
really, it was his wife that gave him that nickname. Since his
wife’s death 4451 days ago, he has been living the life of a
recluse — operating in the shadows — he has hardly spoken
a word to anyone in years. But all that is about to change
with his latest assignment. His job is to make friends with a
call girl and extract information from her about the inner
workings of an Albanian gang she works for. Her name is
VELVET and she is the closest thing the Albanian mob boss
VASILY has to family; she is like a daughter to him -- an
abused, terrified, sex-trafficked daughter. The Badger isn't
good at making friends, but he's excellent at following
orders; so despite his initial objections, he finds Velvet and
makes an awkward, yet heroic introduction. He soon realizes
he is much more emotionally vulnerable than he thinks he is,
as his short relationship with Velvet takes a sharp turn into
an unlikely romance. Suddenly his Handler tells him that it is
time to take down Vasily’s syndicate — and the first person
he is must kill is Velvet. What does a badger do when it is
cornered on all sides? Badgers will fight to the death to
protect their territory. The ensuing carnage was to be
expected, but the freedom and confidence he gives Velvet
was something that nobody would have seen coming



LONG SYNOPSIS







ANDREA STEFANCIKOVA as 'Velvet'
 Andrea Stefancikova is a Canadian actress best known for her starring roles in films such as Unmasked,

Dark Harvest, Below Her Mouth, Kidnapped in Romania, and the upcoming action drama, American
Badger, which is slated to have its world Premiere at the 2021 Glasgow International Film Festival. Andrea
was born in Bratislava, in what was communist Czechoslovakia at the time and is now the capital of
Slovakia. She immigrated to North America with her family in 1998 and has been creatively expressing
herself through dance, piano, and singing from young age. She trained and began acting in her early
twenties, but as a former international model, Andrea only fully dedicated herself to the craft eight years
ago. She has since accumulated an impressive volume of credits with growing success in the indie film
circuit. She is fluent in English, Slovak, Italian, Czech and can even speak Russian on screen. Her
exceptional acting, linguistic and musical talents have made her a versatile and sought-after rising star in
the entertainment industry.

Kirk Caouette is a 25 year veteran of the film industry. He is a Filmmaker, Writer, Stunt Performer, Stunt
Coordinator, Fight Choreographer, Classical Composer, Singer, and Actor. His filmmaking is heavily
influenced by Hong Kong Arthouse cinema and classic 1990’s Hollywood films. He has been a featured
writer in Movie Maker Magazine and is known internationally for writing ASURA, the first $150MM
Chinese Feature film. He is also the recipient of 12 industry awards and nominations that include Directing,
Acting, Stunt Performing, Composing, Producing, and Humanitarianism. An avid surfer and accomplished
Martial Artist, Kirk splits his time between Vancouver B.C and various surfing locales around the world. 

KIRK CAOUETTE as 'The Badger'



Pieter Stathis, CSC has been crafting award-winning films for 25 years, shooting features, television series,
documentaries and commercials across North America, Europe, Asia and the South Pacific. Pieter immigrated to
Canada from Greece, gaining a degree in English Literature and Fine Arts and working as a photojournalist in
Toronto. Transitioning from print and stills into cinematography, Pieter is currently based in Vancouver. His
favourite projects are international documentaries filming around the world which both entertain and galvanize
positive change — and when shooting in North America, Pieter immerses himself in dramatic narrative film
production. Well-respected by production and crews, Pieter enjoys giving back; in recent years, IATSE Local 669 has
enlisted him to teach camera workshops to his fellow members throughout Western Canada. He’s also taught
cinematography and film production at the University of British Columbia. Pieter’s love of cinematography comes
from revealing the character of real locations with naturalistic lighting, bold camerawork and thoughtful
collaboration with directors. Although deeply-grounded in traditional 35mm film, Pieter’s knowledge of modern
digital-film cameras paired with his insight into vintage lenses and cutting-edge post workflow has carved him a
creative niche, reflected by cinematography awards for TV series “Secret Files of the Inquisition” and feature films
“Hit-n-Strum” and “3 Days in Havana”. Pieter’s recent collaborations include working with Director X shooting
“Centre Stage En Pointe” for Sony Pictures and working with director Xiaolu Xue on the Chinese cross-cultural
blockbuster “Finding Mr. Right”.

MICHAEL KOPSA as 'Vasily'
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